ж Further Guidance ж
▪ A complete exploration will have all steps clearly explained, and will meet its aim.
▪ Organization refers to the overall structure or framework, including the introduction, body, conclusion etc.
▪ A coherent exploration displays a logical development and is not difficult to follow (‘reads well’).
▪ A concise exploration remains focused on the overall aim and avoids irrelevant material.
▪ Key ideas and concepts need to be clearly explained.
▪ Graphs, tables and diagrams should be embedded in the text where most appropriate and not be put in an appendix at the end of the document.
▪ The use of technology is not required but strongly encouraged where appropriate.
▪ It is absolutely critical that the use of a source is cited (footnoted) at the location where it is used.
▪ Your bibliography must list all sources (books, websites, etc) you consulted when writing your Exploration.

ж Further Guidance ж
▪ You are expected to use mathematical language (notation, symbols & terminology) when communicating mathematical ideas, reasoning and findings.
▪ You should use appropriate technology such as graphic display calculators; and software such as equation editors, spreadsheets, dynamic geometry, computer
algebra, drawing and word-processing software along with other mathematical software to enhance the presentation of mathematics in your Exploration.
▪ The meaning of key terms should clear and any variables or parameters should be explicitly defined.
▪ All graphs, tables & diagrams should be clearly labeled – and include captions where appropriate.
▪ Do not use calculator or computer notation unless it is software generated and cannot be changed.

ж Further Guidance ж
▪ It is important to choose a topic in which you are genuinely interested.
▪ If it is necessary to include mathematical work from a source such as a textbook in your Exploration then you should endeavor to insert your own comments
and description of the work as much as possible.
▪ Ways to show personal engagement include: investigating your own questions & conjectures; making upyour own examples; presenting ideas & results in your
own words; creating your own models or functions.

ж Further Guidance ж
▪ Simply describing results represents limited or superficial reflection. To achieve a score higher than 1 you will need to provide deeper and more
sophisticated consideration of methods and results.
▪ Ways of showing meaningful reflection include: linking results to the aim of your Exploration; commenting on what you have learned; considering limitations;
or comparing different mathematical approaches.
▪ Ways of showing critical reflection include: considering implications of results; discussing strengths and weaknesses of methods; considering different
perspectives; making links between different areas of math.
▪ Substantial evidence is likely to mean that reflection is present throughout the exploration.

ж Further Guidance ж
▪ It is critical that you clearly demonstrate that you understand the mathematical concepts and methods that you write about in your Exploration.
▪ Sophistication in mathematics may include understanding & use of challenging math concepts, looking at a problem from different perspectives and seeing
underlying structures to link different areas of mathematics.
▪ Rigour involves clarity of logic and language when making mathematical arguments and calculations.
▪ Precise mathematics is error-free and uses an appropriate level of accuracy at all times.

